HELSDON HAMMOCK SPECIFICATIONS
Brand name
Canadian office
European office
Website

Helsdon Outdoors
dave@helsdonoutdoors.com
anders@helsdonoutdoors.com
www.helsdonoutdoors.com

Product name
EAN code (Europe)
Product categories
Alternative product categories

Helsdon Hammock
7300009079940
Hammock tent, hammock, tree tent
Lay flat hammock, Bridged hammock

Product weight
Of which:
- Hammock
- Tent with bug net
- Straps and buckles
- storage bag

2,9kg

Size mounted
Size packed

310x100x100cm
60x20x20cm

Number of persons
Recommended max body length
Recommended max weight
Number of seasons
Tree distance

1
1,95 meters / 6.4 feet
180 kg / 400 lb
4 (all year)
3,5-8 meters

Material
Hammock
Tent and storage bag
Bug net
Spreader bars
Buckles, carabiners and bolts
Zippers
Ridge, side and perimeter webbing
Suspension webbing

150D Polyester PU 1000mm F/R
68D 185T Polyester PU 1500mm F/R
40D Polyester B3 mesh F/R
19mm+12mm aluminum
Stainless steel
YKK 7#
1" Nylon Heavy webbing
1" Nylon thicken heavy webbing

CO2 compensated through

www.goldstandard.org

Packet quantity

4PCS/box

1300g
800g
700g
100g

Product description
Helsdon Hammock is a lay flat hammock tent with a unique construction that
adjusts to the shape of the human body to provide maximum sleep comfort.
You can sleep on your back, side or even stomach. Spreader bars and a double
layer bottom with room for any sleeping pad prevents the hammock from
folding up around your body. Helsdon Hammock only takes two minutes to set
up and there is plenty of room for storage inside the hammock. The ventilated
tent has an integrated bug net. By using any insulating sleeping pad you don't
need an expensive under quilt during cold nights. During warm nights, you can
open up the bug netted sides and windows. Helsdon Hammock will keep you
safe, dry, warm and cool in all weathers and winds and regardless of roots,
rocks, moisture or animals and you will wake up well rested for another
adventurous day in the outdoors.
About Helsdon Outdoors
Helsdon Outdoors was founded by Canadian nature guide Dave Helsdon. Dave
invented and has developed the unique Helsdon Hammock tent for more than
25 years. Our goal is to help everyone enjoy nature in all it's wild and
wonderful beauty. We can't stop the rain to fall on you. Neither can we stop the
freezing wind or exhausting heat or make your camping ground flat. But we
can provide you with a shelter that will keep you dry, warm, cool, comfortable
and safe in all conditions.
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